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Abstract

A new concept of ageing distribution, namely new better than used in
failure rate (NBUFR), is introduced. Different properties of the NBUFR
class and its dual class are presented. Its relations to other classes of life
distributions are investigated. Finally, NBUFR survival under shock models
is discussed.

1. Introduction

Let T be a non-negative random variable representing equipment failure time with failure
distribution F(t) = P (T ~ t), survival function F(t) = 1 - F(t) and density function f (if it
exists). The corresponding failure rate ret), when the distribution is absolutely continuous
(a.e. [Lebesgue]), is defined by

r(t) = lim ; P(T ~ t + Dr IT> t).
61--0 ut

The random variable T is said to have increasing failure rate (IFR) or increasing failure rate
average (IFRA) if ret) or t- 1

f~ r(x) dx is increasing, respectively. Other well-known classes
are decreasing mean residual life (DMRL), new better than used (NBU), new better than
used in expectation (NBUE) and new better than used average in failure rate (NBAFR). For
definitions of these classes and their duals see Bryson and Siddiqui (1969), Barlow and
Proschan (1981) and Loh (1984).

Now we introduce the following.

(1.1) Definition. An absolutely continuous probability distribution F on [0, (0) for which
F(x)/x has a limit as x~O from above is said to be NBUFR (NWUFR) if there exists a
version r of the failure function such that

reO) ~ ( ~ )r(t),

reo) = lim t-1I'r(x) dx.
1--0+ 0

The next definition is mainly due to Loh (1984).

(1.2) Definition. An absolutely continuous probability distribution function F on (0, (0) for
which F(x)/x has a limit as x~O from above is said to be NBAFR (NWAFR) if

r(O) ~ (~)t-l1' r(x) dx for t > 0,

where reO) is as in Definition (1.1).
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It is noted that every NBUFR (NWUFR) distribution is ~BAFR (N_WAfR). Also if F is
an absolutely continuous distribution then for every x, t > 0, F(x + t) ~ F(x )F(t). This implies
that

1
. F(x) < I" F(x + t) - F(t)
Ilfl = Hfl .

x--o X x--o x(l - F(t))

This means that every NBU (NWU) distribution is NBUFR (NWUFR).
The NBUFR (NWUFR) distributions enjoy many desirable properties under several

reliability operations. Also, the NBUFR class is very wide since it includes any life
distribution with failure rate r(O) = O. It is shown that any k-out-of-n, 1~ k < n system has the
NBUFR property. .

Next we note the following.

(1.3) Remark. An absolutely continuous distribution F on [0,00) for which F(x)/x has a limit
as x~ 0 from above has the NBUFR property iff F(x + t) ~ exp (-r(O)t) F(x) for all x, t ~ o.

(1.4) Remark. If the distribution F is NBUFR and rp(O) = tlpl(O), then F is NBUE.

2. Closure property

This section contains preservation. properties of NBUFR and NWUFR classes under
various reliability operations.

(2.1) Theorem. If F;, i = 1, 2 are probability distribution functions on [0, 00) such that F is
absolutely continuous with x-1F(x) having a finite limit superior as X~O from above and
F;(O) = 0, then F; *F; is NBUFR.

Proof. We have that F; *F; is an absolutely continuous distribution function on (0,00) with
F't *F2(x )~ F't(X)F;(x) for every x E (0, 00) yielding that x-1(F't *F;(x))~ 0 as x~ 0 from above
(in view of the assumptions). From this it follows trivially that F1 *F; is NBUFR.

Corollary. If F;, i = 1, 2 are probability distribution functions on [0,00) that are NBUFR or
simply NBAFR, then F't *F; is NBUFR.

The NBUFR class is not preserved under convolution.

(2.2) Example. The exponential distribution F(x) = 1 - exp (-x) is NWUFR. The convol
ution K of F with itself is the gamma distribution of order 2, i.e. K(x) = 1- (1 + x) exp (-x),
which has strictly increasing hazard rate. Thus K is not NWUFR.

The NBUFR is not preserved under mixtures. The following example shows that a mixture
of NBUFR distributions need not be NBUFR.

(2.3) Example. Let Fo(x) = exp (-f)x) and G(x)=f~Fo(x)exp(-f))de=(l+x)-l. The
density function is g(x) = (1 +X)-2 and the failure rate function rG(x) = (1 +x)-t, which is
strictly decreasing in x > O. Thus G is not NBUFR.

(2.4) Theorem. If F is an arbitrary mixture of Fo, eE 8 where each E, is NWUFR, then F
is NWUFR.
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Proof. Let r(t) and re(t) be the hazard functions corresponding to F and Fe, respectively.
Then defining for convenience -log 0 = 00, we see that for t > 0

[ r(u) du = -log F(t)

= -log (1, Fo(t) dG( 0»)

~ 1, (-log Fo(t» dG(O), (essentially by the Jensen inequality).

=L(f: ro(u) dU) dG(O)

~tL;'0(0) dG(O) (since each Fo is NWAFR)

=t1 lim Fo(x) dG( 0)
e x--O+ X

= t lim1Fe (x) dG( e),
x--O e X

by either Fatou's lemma or Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem since each Fe is
NWAFR for each e. Hence

[ r(u) du ~ t;'(O),

which implies that F is NWUFR.
The following example illustrates that the NWUFR property is not preserved under mixing.

(2.5) Example. Let ~(x) = 1- e-X, x ~O and

Fz(x)= 1- exp ( - f g(y) dy, x ~ 0),
where ; is a continuous non-negative periodic function with unit period such that ~(O) = 2,
;(x) ~ 2 for all x and fb ;(y) dy < 1. Let F = ~~ + ~F;. It follows that both ~ and F; here are
NWUFR but F is not NWUFR.

3. Poisson shock model

Consider a device subject to shocks occurring randomly in time according to a homoge
neous Poisson point process IN(t), t ~ 01 with intensity A. Suppose that the ith shock causes a
random amount of damage Xi' i = 1, 2, .... In this section we show that the device survival
probability is NBUFR (NWUFR) when the probability of surviving k (k = 1,2, ... ) shocks is
discrete NBUFR (NWUFR).

Definition. A discrete distribution Pi, 01. 1, ... , or its survival probability Pk = Ej=kPj,
k = 0, 1, 2, ... , with finite mean Jl = ~;=o Pk + 1 , is called discrete NBUFR (NWUFR) if

(3.1) Pk+ 1 ~ (~)PIPk for k = 0, 1,2, ....

Let Pk be the probability that the device survives the first k shocks, where 1 = Po ~ Pl ~
Pz~ . . . . The survival is

(3.2)
00 (A )k

H(t) = L exp (-At) _t_, s;
k=O k.
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This shock model was studied by Esary et al. (1973) for the IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE, and
DMRL reliability classes and by Klefsjo (1981) for the HNBUE class.

(3.2) Theorem. The survival function H(t) in (3.2) is NBUFR (NWUFR) if {Pk};=O has the
discrete NBUFR (NWUFR) property in (3.1).

Proof Under the condition (3.1) we have

rH(t)= ().to r,(~t exp (-At»)/ (to Pk(~t exp (-At»)
~ A(l - Pt) (sincePk = Pk - Pk+t~ (1 - pt)Pk)

=Apo = rH(O).

The proof for the NWUFR case can be obtained by reversing the inequality in the above
proof.
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